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2017 Tapori 50th Anniversary

You can listen to the song at: en.tapori.org

The New Song “At Tapori”

When friends are here,
Oh friendship
is a diamond in the sand
Oh friendship
when you find, it take its hand
Oh friendship
is a star deep in our hearts
When friends are here,
we have no fear.”

Sing with us the new song “At Tapori” and invent new words with the melody.

The school choir from College Font d’Aumilly in the South of France

Do you know how the Tapori Newsletter started?
Find out by reading the Story of the Dove.

To find more information,
kindly visit the Tapori website:
in english: en.tapori.org
in french: fr.tapori.org
in spanish: es.tapori.org
in german: de.tapori.org
in polish: pl.tapori.org
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1. Learn the new Tapori song and sing it with your friends. You can listen to it on the Tapori website: en.tapori.org, while following along with the words.

2. Try to sing it with your friends, along with the recording.

3. Listen to the words after the refrain (at***). Then write your own words and try to sing them along with the music. You can use the music without the voices on the site.

To write your own messages, following the melody of the song:
Your words for the song should be in four sentences: A,B,C,D. After each sentence, you start another line (as in a poem)
Each sentence can have between 5 and 12 syllables.

A. -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
B. -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
C. -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
D. -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -

Examples of new messages:
A. We, children, let’s play together (8 syllables)
B. Like the sections of a ball, let’s be united (12 syllables)
C. All for peace; peace for all (6 syllables)
D. Hand in hand, we will win (6 syllables)

What do you want to express in your song?
What would you like to say to other Tapori children?

4. If you want to change the words of the song with the same melody, you can find out how to do it on the Tapori site.

Send us your messages at Tapori / ATD Fourth World, Chemin Galiffe 5 1201 Geneva, Switzerland or email us at: tapori@bluewin.ch

If you don’t have access to the internet and need more information about the song, kindly write to us.

**At Tapori**

1. At Tapori
   There is sun in the laughter of a friend
   And our homes are near, so come along,
   While the wind brings echoes of a song.

2. At Tapori
   It’s not hard to understand
   Someone smiles or waves a hand
   And the friend who’s in despair
   Finds some sunshine here to share
   (Refrain)

   Oh friendship is a diamond in the sand
   Oh friendship when you find it, take its hand
   Oh friendship is a star deep in our hearts
   When friends are here, we have no fear
   (Refrain)

   Oh friendship takes no notice of frontiers
   Oh friendship makes all barriers disappear
   Oh friendship is a star deep in our hearts
   When friends are here, we have no fear
   (***)

   ©Words and music by Daniel Beaume
   Translation: Anne Ferrato and Jason French

Recording of the song

During the recording of the song “At Tapori” by the school choir from the Collège de Fuveau near Marseille. The lyrics of the song are inspired by the messages of Tapori children. Thanks to Daniel Beaume (song writer-composer), Claire-Annie Ginouvès-Maizières (Choir Director), the children’s choir and all the musicians. You can listen to the song at: en.tapori.org